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Abstract: In this article studied and analyzed issues of protection of the entrepreneurs ’ rights, restoring solvency of the debtor
and satisfaction of creditors' claims with the use of bankruptcy procedures in accordance with the bankruptcy law of the
Republic of Uzbekistan.
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_____________________________________________________________________________________________
In evaluating the activity of state bodies and
officials, such principles as ensuring lawfulness, to what
extent the citizens’ rights and freedoms are protected, the
quality and openness of rendering the public services for
them must be most important criterion for us1.
Bankruptcy (economic insolvency) – the inability of
a debtor, which has been recognized by an economic court,
to satisfy in full creditors’ claims for monetary obligations
and (or) to perform duties on mandatory payments (Art.57 of
Bankruptcy Law of Uzbekistan). The term “bankruptcy” is
derived from the Italian “banca rotta” which means broken
bench or bank and refers to the practice of breaking a
merchant’s or bank’s bench in the market place when it
became insolvent (Jackson, 1986, p.1). We use the term
bankruptcy in its generic sense of financial distress resulting
in an insolvency proceeding. Strictly speaking bankruptcy
applies to corporations subject to the bankruptcy code and
following the initiation of bankruptcy proceedings by a court.
For banks, “bankruptcy” occurs when the bank is placed into
receivership or conservatorship by its chartering or primary
federal regulatory agency.
Bankruptcy institution facilitates the recovery of the
market, through first of all, terminating the commercial
activity of the bad debtors, and secondly, giving opportunity
to carry out restructuring procedures and restoring the paying
capacity for the economic entities in trouble. Bankruptcy
Institute was introduced to the legislation of the republic of
Uzbekistan through the Law of the Republic of Uzbekistan
“On Bankruptcy” adopted in May 5th 1994. That Law was
small in volume, had only 35 articles and properly did not
reflect all problems emerging during the bankruptcy. During
the first year after its adoption the Law actually did not work,
only 2 cases on adjudicating the debtors to be a bankrupt
were brought to the economic courts of the Republic of
Uzbekistan.
Efficiency of the applying legislation on bankruptcy
was improved after adopting the Law “On making
amendments to the Law of the Republic of Uzbekistan On
Bankruptcy” on August 28th 1998, which introduced new
version of the Law “On Bankruptcy”. Compare to the old

version, new version was supplemented with big amount of
new articles (if the old version contained 35 articles, new had
133), it regulated in detail considering the bankruptcy cases
of certain categories of debtors, added new procedure –
External Management, considerably expended the rights of
the creditors. Most importantly, in the second edition of the
Law the indications of the bankruptcy were changed: from
the non-payment it changed to sing on insolvency. Growth
dynamics of the bankruptcy cases after the accepting the
second edition is as following: in 1998 -439 debtors were
adjudicated to be bankrupt; in 2002 – 1,250.
Growth of the number of cases considered, continuous
analysis of the court practice allowed to accumulate the
experience of solving these cases, as well as uncovered the
shortcomings and gaps in legal regulation of the relations,
dealing with bankruptcy. Need for eliminating the existing
gaps the legislation on the bankruptcy generated necessity for
introducing amendments to the second edition of the Law
“On Bankruptcy”. On April 24th 2003 new amendments
were introduced to the Law of the Republic of Uzbekistan
“On Bankruptcy” and Law itself were adopted in new (third)
version. Now the Law consists of 192 articles, contains many
new provisions, related to the bankruptcy indications and
reorganisation procedures, which aimed on restoring the
paying capacity of the debtor. Two additional Chapters,
devoted to the new procedures of bankruptcy: Supervision
and Judicial Rehabilitation were introduced to the Law. All
procedures are carried out by the court receivers, who have
their own name in each procedure2.
When analyzing the insolvency laws of different
jurisdictions, these foundations will stand out among the
different laws on insolvency. Certain aspects pertaining to the
insolvency law are influenced by the local legal culture, as
well as the manner in which a system deals with the related
matters as the security rights or labor. Approaches towards
the socio-economic issues will also be reflected in aspects of
the country-specific laws3.
The Civil Code of Uzbekistan is necessary instrument
that establishes the basic legal framework of bankruptcy. It
was recognised at the time of adopting the Civil Code that it
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Amicable agreement (Келишув битими) (BL, Arts.
145-155)
1) Observation. In observation, current payments are
such as monetary obligations and mandatory payments which
mature after the introduction of supervision, and monetary
obligations and mandatory payments which emerge after the
economic court accepts a petition for the declaration of the
debtor’s bankruptcy. Observation is one of the bankruptcy
processes which is introduced by the economic court from
the moment of the commencement of a bankruptcy case.
Observation is carried out from the moment when the
economic court accept a petition for the declaration of the
debtor’s bankruptcy up to the following process, for the
purpose of preserving the debtors’ property and analysing the
debtor’s financial situation.
2) Judicial rehabilitation. In the process of judicial
rehabilitation, current payments are monetary obligations and
mandatory payments which arise after the court accepts the
petition, and those payments which arise before the court
accepts the petition. The purpose of judicial rehabilitation is
to restore the debtor’ financial ability by settling with
creditors according to the approved debt repayment schedule
within the time-framework set for this process. The
restoration of the debtor’s financial ability is also the purpose
of external management, but the methods to achieve this
purpose differ between these two bankruptcy processes. In
judicial rehabilitation, the management of the debtor’s
business is, in principle, not transferred to the rehabilitation
manager, but retained by the debtor’s management bodies
under some restrictions. The total period of judicial
rehabilitation should not exceed twenty-four months.
3) External management. In the process of external
management, claims for current payments are claims for
monetary obligations and mandatory payments which mature
after the introduction of external management and those
which arise after the court accepts the petition or the
introduction of supervision and (or) judicial rehabilitation.
As is provided in Article 93, despite the moratorium, it is
allowed to discharge claims of citizens which occur from
labour law relations and claims for alimony, for remuneration
under copyright agreements, for damage to life or health. It is
considered that compensation of moral damage should also
be included in this group. All claims mentioned in Paragraph
1 of Article 134 are also subject to preferential satisfaction.
All claims outlined above do not need to be included in the
creditors’ register. The external manager drafts an external
management plan, which is approved by the creditors’
meeting and provides the main purpose – the restoration of
the debtor’s solvency and the satisfaction of creditors’ claims
in the manner set by this Law. External management can be,
as a general rule, conducted for no more than twenty-four
months.
4)
Liquidation
proceedings.
In
liquidation
proceedings, current payments are judicial expenses and
expenses for remuneration of court receivers, current utility
and operational charges, expenses for the insurance of the
debtor’s property, and monetary obligations and mandatory
payments which are incurred after the commencement of a
bankruptcy case (regardless of their maturity date, but
excluding mandatory payment incurred after the initiation of
liquidation proceedings), and payments of claims of citizens
to whom the debtor is accountable for damage to life or
health according to the legislation (Art.134, Para.1). The

was impossible to regulate economic insolvency without a
special set of laws. It is indeed in view of this recognition
that the Civil Code provides a general reference rule to a
special law (Art.57, Para.4, CC). Because the society had
been economically and socially developed since 1995, when
the Civil Code (Part I) was adopted, and this Law was newly
enacted in 2003, certain bankruptcy provisions in the Civil
Code do not comply with this Law. In case of collisions, this
Law precedes the Civil Code. One of its examples is the
provision on the range of legal entities to which this Law
applies (Art.57, CC). Several rules of the Civil Code, which
do not directly regulate bankruptcy issues, are significant in
settling a large range of matters which arise in the course of
bankruptcy of legal entities. For instance, rules on the
organisational forms of legal entities; right of ownership and
other property rights; obligations and claims; liabilities for
violations of obligations; the procedure for concluding,
amending and terminating contracts.
The legislation on bankruptcy of Uzbekistan shall not
be applied in respect of state-financed organisations. If an
international treaty of the Republic of Uzbekistan establishes
the rules different from those envisaged by the legislation of
the Republic of Uzbekistan on bankruptcy, the rules of the
international treaty shall be applied.
In this Bankruptcy Law, the terms “bankruptcy” and
“economic insolvency” are used as synonyms. They are
defined as the inability of the debtor to satisfy in full
creditors’ claims for monetary obligations and (or) to
perform duties on mandatory payments, when such inability
has been recognised by the economic court. The very notion
of ''insolvency'' is not used uniformly at a global level in that
some legal systems use ''bankruptcy''. Although these terms
essentially carry the same meaning in many systems, there is
an explanation that insolvency sometimes means the state of
financial affairs of a debtor while bankruptcy refers to the
formal state of being put into formal bankruptcy. The notion
of insolvency takes two definitions referring to the situation
where the liabilities of a debtor exceed his or her assets, i.e.
balance sheet insolvency, or where the debtor cannot repay
the debt as it falls due by reason of a cash flow problem, i.e.
commercial insolvency.
When the debtor has not satisfied creditor’s claims for
monetary obligations and (or) to perform duties on
mandatory payments within three months from the maturity
date, such inability shall be recognised as indications of its
bankruptcy. A bankruptcy case shall be considered by the
economic court. A bankruptcy case may be commenced by
the economic court, when indications of bankruptcy are
verified, if aggregate claims against the legal entity debtor
amount to not less than a five hundred-fold minimum wage,
and claims against the debtor being an individual
entrepreneur (hereinafter referred to as the ‘individual
entrepreneur debtor’) - not less than a thirty-fold minimum
wage, except as envisaged by this Law.
Bankruptcy proceedings consist of the following five
(5) basic phases:
Observation (Кузатув) (BL, Arts. 62-75)
Financial rehabilitation (Суд санацияси) (BL, Arts.
76-90)
External management (Ташқи бошқарув) (BL, Arts.
91-123)
Winding-up (Тугатишга доир иш юритиш) (BL,
Arts. 124-144)
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abovementioned payments are included in the creditors’
register, but are subject to preferential satisfaction, beyond
the order of priority. Liquidation proceedings are applied to
the legal entity debtor and the individual entrepreneur-debtor.
5) Amicable agreement is an agreement between the
individual entrepreneur debtor, a manager of the legal entity
debtor or a court receiver, and the representative of the
creditors’ meeting, based on a resolution of the creditors’
meeting passed by a majority in value of all creditors and
with consent of all secured creditors. The objective of an
amicable agreement is to terminate bankruptcy proceedings
by mutually conceding in relation to the amount and terms of
debts and so on. An amicable agreement is made in writing
and enters into force after the economic court approves it. An
amicable agreement may be entered into at any stage of
bankruptcy processes.
The insolvency of company groups and the insolvency
of financial institutions as banks and insurance companies
also raise special difficulties. The difficulty in analyzing the
company group in case of insolvency of one of the companies
of the group is if the other companies in the group may be
held liable for the insolvency status, if the group may be
treated as a single entity for insolvency purposes, or if the
insolvent company should, in line with the notion of the
separate entity principle, be liquidated separately. There are
different approaches to this problem and UNCITRAL
recently published a working document regarding the
guidelines in this regard.
In conclusion, implementation of the bankruptcy
mechanism of insolvent economic entities is one of the urgent
needs for development of the Uzbekistan’s economy. The
bankruptcy mechanism allows to achieve aims on replacing
the inefficient owners, preserving of socially important and
potentially profitable productions and on the contrary
conversion of the unprofitable enterprises, ensuring the
stability of the property relations and securing the
employment of the workers. Bankruptcy legislation of
Uzbekistan proved to have dissimilar degrees of efficiency in
dealing with what in theory were rather similar problems and
issues, such as the stability of the macroeconomic
environment, the defense of creditors’ rights and the
necessity of fostering entrepreneurship and risk-taking. This
diversity represents a puzzle because, in theory, institutions
are offered in a free market.
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